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A Delaware Limited Liability Partnership 

Court of Chancery Clarifies Delaware Law on 
“Sandbagging”—the Arwood Decision and 
Related Practice Points 

“Sandbagging,” in the context of an M&A transaction, refers to the situation in which a buyer, prior to 

closing, knows that the seller’s representations and warranties in the parties’ acquisition agreement are 

false, but nevertheless closes the transaction and then seeks to hold the seller liable for that breach. 

Arwood v. AW Site Services, LLC (March 9, 2022) is notable for clarifying that (i) Delaware is a “pro-

sandbagging” jurisdiction (i.e., unless the parties provided otherwise in their acquisition agreement, a 

buyer that “sandbags” a seller is still entitled to indemnification for breach of the seller’s representations); 

and (ii) sandbagging is only implicated when the buyer, pre-closing, “actually knew” of the falsity of 

representations (even if the buyer’s lack of actual knowledge was due to its own “reckless disregard” for 

the truth). The case also offers important reminders for private equity firms when acquiring a small 

company, especially if from an unsophisticated seller (see “Practice Points” below). 

Key Points 

 The court declared that Delaware “is a ‘pro-sandbagging’ jurisdiction.” Commentary by the 

Delaware Supreme Court in its 2018 Eagle Force v. Campbell decision cast doubt on Delaware’s 

stance on “sandbagging.” In Arwood, the Court of Chancery, noting the absence of “definitive 

guidance” from the Supreme Court, declared that Delaware “is, or should be, a pro-sandbagging 

jurisdiction.” Emphasizing Delaware’s strongly “contractarian” approach, Vice Chancellor Slights held 

that, as a matter of contract, the buyer was entitled to rely on the truth of the seller’s representations 

and warranties for which it had bargained; and therefore was entitled to be indemnified for false 

representations—irrespective of whether the buyer, pre-closing, knew that the representations were 

false. The Vice Chancellor noted that, when parties intend a different result, they can include an “anti-

sandbagging” provision in their agreement. 

 The court clarified that the “sandbagging” doctrine is not implicated unless the buyer, pre-

closing, “actually knew” that the seller’s representations were false. In this case, the court held, 

the doctrine was not implicated, as the seller did not prove that the buyer actually knew that the 

representations were false, only that the buyer “should have known.” (Therefore, the court explained, 

the buyer would have been entitled to indemnification even if Delaware were an anti-sandbagging 

state.) Further, the court amplified the doctrine by holding that it is not applicable even when the 

buyer’s lack of actual knowledge is (as it was in this case) due to the buyer’s own “reckless disregard” 

for the truth. 
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 See below for “Practice Points” arising from the decision. The decision underscores the need for 

parties to an acquisition to consider whether and how to address the sandbagging issue in their 

agreement. Also, the court’s analysis of the fraud issue highlights that unique issues may arise for a 

buyer in the context of the acquisition of a company from an unsophisticated seller. 

Background. Arwood involved the acquisition by AW Site Services, LLC (an acquisition vehicle of private 

equity firm Broadtree Partners) (“AWS”) of the waste disposal business owned and operated by “JA.” JA 

was an “alarmingly unsophisticated businessman,” who started in the waste business as a child, 

collecting cans and bottles from the side of the road. He ran the target business without formal 

accountings or records, and did not have “the know-how or inclination” to prepare financial records or 

formulate valuations. As a result, AWS “was forced to take full-on responsibility for valuing the business’s 

assets.” AWS therefore insisted on, and JA gave it, “full and unfettered access” to the business’s raw 

financial data and limited records (including even access to JA’s own personal bank and credit card 

accounts). AWS itself prepared financial statements for the business, valued the business (without any 

seller valuations as a data point), and prepared the draft asset purchase agreement (including JA’s 

representations and warranties). Without offering input or negotiating, JA agreed to AWS’s draft 

agreement, valuations, and purchase price (including a last-minute roughly 25% price reduction, which 

attributed to its having discovered that the business was drawing revenue from certain sources that 

Broadtree could not reliably replicate post-closing). 

After seven months of active due diligence by AWS, the parties signed the APA in October 2018. At the 

closing, AWS paid the $16 million purchase price ($13.5 million in cash and $2.5 million in junior preferred 

membership units in AWS’s parent company). A total of $1.41 million of the purchase price was held in 

escrow (which included $1.26 million for any indemnification obligations and $150,000 for working capital 

adjustments. JA continued to work for AWS post-closing until the parties had a falling-out and this 

litigation ensued. 

After the closing, the business did not perform as well as AWS had expected. According to AWS, when it 

investigated why, it discovered that, pre-closing, JA had engaged in a “massive fraudulent scheme” under 

which the business had regularly overbilled its customers, resulting in a substantial overstatement of the 

business’s pre-closing revenue. AWS asserted claims against JA for more than $11 million, seeking 

indemnification under the APA based on the alleged breach of JA’s representations and warranties in the 

APA, and asserting liability for fraud based on JA’s allegedly having concealed the overbilling scheme 

from AWS. After a 5-day trial, and post-trial and supplemental post-trial briefings, Vice Chancellor Slights 

held that JA had not committed fraud, as he had not acted with “scienter” and AWS had not “justifiably 

relied” on JA’s misrepresentation. The Vice Chancellor also held, however, that, notwithstanding JA’s lack 

of scienter and AWS’s not having justifiably relied on JA’s misrepresentation, JA is obligated to indemnify 

AWS, in the amount of $3.9 million (the indemnification cap set forth in the APA). 

Discussion 

AWS did not prove the “scienter” element of fraud. The court found that, pre-closing, JA had 

defrauded customers by routinely overbilling them, and that, as a result, JA’s representation and warranty 

that the business was in compliance with all laws was false. The court found that the misrepresentation 

did not constitute fraud against AWS, however, as JA’s conduct did not support an inference that he had 

knowingly and intentionally “devised a scheme reasonably calculated to deceive AWS.”  To the contrary, 

JA had provided AWS with “extraordinary access” to the target businesses (including the billing 

practices); and had “trusted” AWS (granting access even to JA’s personal accounts and readily 
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acquiescing to AWS’s valuations, deal terms, and draft agreement). In addition, given JA’s “extreme” lack 

of sophistication (to the point that he had “no idea how to…track costs or keep a reliable profit and loss 

statement”), it was unlikely that he could have concealed the billing scheme from sophisticated 

businesspeople. Rather, the court concluded, it seemed more likely that JA, “while understanding that he 

was engaging in certain untenable business practices, believed that [Broadtree] knew how [the business] 

was operating…, and that they accepted those practices at the time they agreed to acquire the business 

from him.” The court commented that this conclusion squared with JA’s not having balked when 

Broadtree significantly reduced its offer price after saying that it could not replicate certain revenue 

sources post-closing. Finally, the court observed that JA intended that he would continue to work for and 

be a business partner of Broadtree post-closing, thus, the court stated, “it ma[de] little sense that [he] 

would intend to defraud [Broadtree] only to be discovered post-closing.” 

In addition, AWS did not prove the “justifiable reliance” element of fraud. The court found that, to 

the extent AWS purportedly relied on JA’s misrepresentation when deciding to acquire the business, such 

reliance was not reasonable, given the “nearly unlimited access” that AWS had to the target business and 

JA’s extreme lack of sophistication. AWS “was as informed about the businesses it sought to acquire as 

any buyer could be,” the court wrote, and any lack of knowledge that JA’s representation was false “was 

the product of [AWS’s] own reckless failure to observe what was right in front of it.” The Broadtree partner 

doing the due diligence was “tasked with creating something that did not exist, and he had access to 

anything he asked for to enable him to complete that task. To now claim that he was somehow misled by 

a picture that he himself was painting is not justifiable,” the court stated. Moreover, the Broadtree partner 

had access to and had evaluated the billing process, although he conceded that he found the software 

“very, very difficult to understand.” Further, the court noted, he was very focused on revenue and “ignored 

other aspects of the business” (never asking to speak with any customers, for example). 

This was not a case where a buyer “simply failed to discover the hidden skeleton in the closet during due 

diligence,” the court wrote. Rather, AWS “either saw the evidence of improper billing…practices…and 

chose to ignore it, or [it] somehow missed what [JA] placed right before [its] eyes.” In either case, “any 

reliance [it] might now claim cannot be deemed justified.” Furthermore, the court considered the fact that 

Broadtree substantially lowered the purchase price after months of due diligence to be “strong evidence 

that Broadtree realized either that there were serious problems with the [business] or it could not fully 

trust the information it had in hand.” In the court’s view, Broadtree had “contractually managed the risk 

that it had not painted an accurate picture of the…business, after having been tasked with doing so, by 

substantially lowering the purchase price, securing seller’s representations and warranties in the APA and 

then holding its breath.” The court wrote: “For purposes of fraud, that is not justifiable reliance.” 

JA must indemnify AWS for its misrepresentation. The court explained that, although scienter and 

justifiable reliance are required elements of a fraud claim, for a breach of contract claim, JA’s state of 

mind is legally irrelevant and “AWS was entitled to rely upon the accuracy of the representation 

regardless of what its due diligence may have or should have revealed.” The court emphasized that, as a 

contractual matter, the parties had expressly agreed that, if a representation or warranty made by JA in 

the APA were untrue, AWS would be indemnified. The court observed the “important risk allocation 

function” that representations and warranties serve and stressed Delaware’s public policy in favor of 

enforcing parties’ contracts as written. The court saw “no reason to alter that public policy here, especially 

since, if the parties had intended otherwise, they could have included an ‘anti-sandbagging 

clause’…[which] every transaction planner now has in her toolbox.” 
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The court declared that “Delaware is a ‘pro-sandbagging’ jurisdiction.” Before determining whether 

JA was obligated to indemnify AWS, the court considered whether a sandbagging defense would be 

available to JA—i.e., whether he might not be obligated to indemnify AWS because AWS knew that JA’s 

representation and warranty was false. While Delaware has been thought of as a pro-sandbagging state, 

in Eagle Force, the Delaware Supreme Court appeared to characterize it as an open issue, writing in a 

footnote: “We acknowledge the debate over whether a party can recover on a breach of warranty claim 

where the parties know that, at signing, certain of them were not true. [Defendant] argues that reliance [by 

the plaintiff on the defendant’s alleged misrepresentations] is required, but we have not yet resolved this 

interesting question.” In his dissenting opinion in Eagle Force, then-Chief Justice Strine wrote: “[T]o the 

extent [the buyer] is seeking damages because [the seller] supposedly made promises that were false, 

there is doubt that he can then turn around and sue because what he knew to be false remained so.” 

Noting “the absence of definitive guidance from the Supreme Court,” Vice Chancellor Slights 

acknowledged that “there is something unsettling about allowing a buyer to lay in wait on the other side of 

a closing with a breach claim he knew before closing he would bring against the seller….” However, he 

reasoned, “the risk of such litigation, like any other risk, can be managed expressly in the bargain the 

parties strike.” He stressed that, under Delaware’s “profoundly contractarian” approach, the parties’ 

express risk allocation is to be respected. Distinguishing the contract claim for indemnification from the 

fraud claim, he wrote: “Viewed through the lens of contract, not tort, the question is simple: was the 

warranty in question breached? If it was, then the buyer may recover—regardless of whether she relied 

on the warranty or believed it to be true when made.” 

The court held that sandbagging is implicated only if the buyer actually knew pre-closing that a 

representation was false—even if the lack of knowledge was due to the buyer’s “reckless 

disregard” for the truth. The court ruled that sandbagging was not available as a defense to JA 

because JA had not proved that AWS had “actual knowledge” of the falsity of JA’s representation and 

warranty—even though AWS “should have known” it was false and even though AWS’s lack of actual 

knowledge was the product of its own “reckless indifference” to the truth of the representations. The Vice 

Chancellor observed that, in Eagle Force, both the majority opinion and then-Chief Justice Strine’s 

dissent, “in passing,” had framed the sandbagging inquiry as being “animate[d] [by]…the buyer’s actual 

knowledge of falsity…, not constructive knowledge.” The Vice Chancellor noted that many commentators 

similarly have described sandbagging as hinging on a buyer’s “knowledge” rather than referring to what 

the buyer “should have known.” The Vice Chancellor stated that, on this basis, he was “satisfied” that 

sandbagging “is not implicated if a buyer, exercising reasonable care, should have known a 

representation was false but did not actually know.” And, amplifying the law further, he stated that 

sandbagging would not be implicated even if, as in this case, the buyer’s lack of actual knowledge was 

the product of its own “reckless indifference” to the truth of the representations. The Vice Chancellor 

wrote: “Recklessness is not actual knowledge. And actual knowledge appears to be what is required to 

trigger the sandbagging inquiry, as the language from Eagle Force and [many] commentators...suggests.” 

Practice Points 

 A buyer should consider seeking the extra certainty that inclusion of an explicit pro-

sandbagging clause would provide. An explicit pro-sandbagging provision (stating that the buyer 

can recover indemnification for breaches of the seller’s representations irrespective of the buyer’s 

knowledge that they were not true) may not be necessary, at least for an agreement government by 

Delaware law, given the state’s generally pro-sandbagging stance, particularly as now reinforced by 

Arwood. At the same time, we note that, even where a state’s default rule is pro-sandbagging, the 
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court might be influenced (say, in the context of an egregious fact situation) to reach an anti-

sandbagging result if the parties have not explicitly included a pro-sandbagging provision. 

 Most agreements do not contain an express sandbagging provision. According to the 2021 ABA 

Private Target Deal Points Study, the vast majority of agreements do not contain an express pro-

sandbagging provision. In 2006, a pro-sandbagging clause appeared in 50% of the transactions the 

ABA analyzed; in the following years, it appeared in about 35-40% of the transactions (with no 

increase seen after the Eagle Force decision); and, in 2020-2021, it appeared in only 29% of the 

transactions—with the vast majority of the remainder of the agreements in each case being silent with 

respect to sandbagging. The decline in use of pro-sandbagging provisions may be due to buyers 

having assumed that it is unnecessary given Delaware’s reputation as a contractarian jurisdiction, or 

may reflect an increased reluctance by buyers in seeking such a provision given the increased 

leverage that sellers have had during the active M&A market in recent years.  

 Following Arwood, it is now more important for a seller wishing to avoid being sandbagged to 

include an explicit anti-sandbagging provision. An explicit anti-sandbagging provision would state 

that the buyer cannot recover indemnification for breaches of representations and warranties to the 

extent that it knew [or should have known] that the representations were not true. 

 In many jurisdictions, the law on sandbagging is unsettled or depends on the factual context.  

For example, in New York, whether the default rule is pro-sandbagging will depend on the source of 

the buyer’s knowledge of the falsity of the seller’s representations. If the buyer’s knowledge is derived 

from the seller’s disclosure, then the buyer is deemed to have waived any breach and so cannot bring 

a claim or be indemnified (an anti-sandbagging default rule); but if the buyer’s knowledge is derived 

from some a source other than the seller, the buyer can bring a claim or be indemnified (a pro-

sandbagging default rule). In California, for the default rule to be pro-sandbagging, the buyer must 

have actually relied on the seller’s misrepresentation. In an agreement governed by the law of a state 

where the default rule is facts-based, or where the law on sandbagging is unsettled, parties to an 

acquisition agreement should consider including an express pro- or anti-sandbagging provision to 

create more certainty. 

 A buyer cannot recover under a fraud claim when it has acted recklessly in its due diligence 

process. As the court put it in Arwood, a buyer cannot “close his eyes to a known risk. But, beyond 

that—and the crux of the present case—he cannot close his eyes to a risk that is obvious, even if he 

does not himself perceive the risk.” While a seller can be held liable for fraud for acting with reckless 

indifference to the truth of a representation or warranty, so too can a buyer be “denied a fraud 

recovery for acting with reckless indifference to the falsity of the representation or misimpression he 

alleges was fraudulently made or given,” the court wrote. 

 Careful due diligence is critical. In Arwood, the buyer spent seven months conducting due 

diligence and had unfettered access to the business, yet apparently missed that the target was 

engaged in a “massive fraudulent scheme” to overbill customers. The case underscores that: (i) the 

buyer’s representatives conducting due diligence should have or obtain the expertise necessary to 

understand the specific company and industry being evaluated; (ii) when a critical aspect of the 

business is not well understood by the persons tasked with due diligence (such as, in this case, the 

billing system software), follow-up should be pursued so that it is understood; and (iii) in conducting 

due diligence on smaller companies, especially those run by more unsophisticated businesspeople, 

the buyer should be mindful of a possibly increased risk of unorthodox (or even fraudulent) 
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businesses practices, including, as in this case, with respect to billing practices, the employment of 

family members, and so on. 

 A buyer, if acquiring a company (particularly a small company) that does not have established 

procedures and controls and/or audited financial statements, should consider seeking a larger 

cap on indemnification and larger escrow amount than would be market practice in the 

absence of those issues. In Arwood, the buyer’s claims (over $11 million) were for more than two-

thirds of the purchase price ($16 million). Only $1.4 million of the purchase price was held in escrow; 

and the indemnification cap was only $3.9 million. In the context of a smaller transaction, in which the 

seller does not have deep pockets, as a practical matter the escrow amount may well turn out 

functionally to be the indemnification cap. 

 Reps and warranties insurance (RWI) is now commonly used to supplement or “fill gaps” in a 

seller’s indemnification liability (albeit subject to a cap, which usually is about 10% of the deal 

value). According to a recent ABA study, in 2021, 65% of private deals used RWI—up from 52% in 

2019 and just 29% in 2017. Moreover, 33% of private company deals in 2021—up from 14% in 

2019—expressly excluded post-closing liability of the seller (other than for fraud, which, under 

Delaware law, as a matter of public policy, cannot be excluded). There has been recent speculation 

that RWI, with some modifications to the existing model, could become a feature in some public deals 

as well (as, in public deals, the representations expire at closing and the only recourse available from 

the seller is in an action for fraud). 

 M&A parties should be mindful that a target company’s fraudulent or illegal practices 

generally will not be deemed to be in the “ordinary course of business.” While the issue was not 

raised or addressed in Arwood, we note that, under Delaware law, fraudulent or illegal conduct by the 

target company generally will constitute a breach of the target’s representation that it was operating in 

the ordinary course of business at signing, as well as a breach of the target’s covenant to operate in 

the ordinary course of business pending closing—even if the conduct was consistent with the target’s 

past practices. 
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